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CLEAR, CONCISE PROFESSIONAL

ASSISTANCE FOR YOUR
PROPERTY TRANSACTION



Whether you’re buying or selling a property for the first 
time or an experienced investor, it’s important to obtain 
clear, concise and professional assistance for your property 
transaction. 

Access Legal NQ can make the entire process straightfor-
ward by providing expert advice including what to do and 
when, to ensure a smooth property transaction.  

There is no such thing as a standard purchasing contract 
because everyone’s individual circumstances are unique. 
Remember, once you sign on the dotted line of a contract, 
amendments are sometimes impossible and will definitely be 
expensive to make after signing. 

Access Legal NQ can get you started on the right track 
with our free reference guide - “The 3 Essentials and 4 
Imperatives of Buying or Selling Property – a Legal Perspec-
tive”. This reference guide shows you the ins and outs of the 
critical aspects of a property transaction.

Conveyancers

Drafting Wills, Power of Attorney

Administering Estates

Commercial Leases

Family Law

Motor Vehicle Accidents / Compensation
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Clear, Concise Professional Assistance
for your Property Transaction



1st Essential

By laws in Australia, a contract on a property is formed 
when an offer made by a buyer is accepted by a seller. 

If a contract document is signed by you the purchaser 
and by the seller, a legal binding contract is created.  It is 
not true that “making an offer” is simply a prelude to 
signing a contract. The fact is a written offer to purchase 
is a final offer and once the seller signs the contract – 
you are liable for the consequences which are formed 
under the said signed Contracts terms and conditions.
   
It is essential to remember that there is no such thing as 
“go ahead and sign, it’s only an offer.”

When the contract is signed by both parties, subsequent 
amendments and changes may be impossible or at least 
more expensive to make.  Therefore, it is essential that 
the purchasing offer meets all of your requirements as a 
purchaser before you sign.  Examples of special require-
ments in a purchasing contract might include time 
periods for finance approval, time periods to make an 
inspection of the property, settlement dates determined 
or special conditions. 
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An Offer Does Not Mean
“It’s Only an Offer.”



It is essential that your full and correct name[s] are inserted into 
the Contract of Sale.  If you fail to inform the person drafting 
the Contract of Sale of a middle name or use a nickname 
instead of the full and correct version of your name[s] as it 
appears on your birth certificate identification issue can arise. 
When issues arise the purchasing process is extended that may 
cause delays thus potentially causing significant inconvenience to 
both parties to the Contract of Sale.
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2nd Essential

3rd Essential

It is imperative to understand the difference between the two 
meanings of the word “deposit” when purchasing a property. 
Firstly, a deposit is an amount of money you give the real 
estate agent when you sign the Contract of Sale. In providing a 
deposit you demonstrate your “bona fides” (genuine intention 
to purchase). These deposit monies remains in the agent’s 
trust account until settlement day and is deducted from the 
purchase money you will be required to pay at settlement. The 
deposit monies are also refunded to you if you do not obtain 
approval of final finance. 

Essentially the actual amount of deposit held is academic as it 
can be as little as $1,000.  Agents generally prefer to secure a 
large deposit from a buyer to demonstrate their bona fides, 
however this is not required by any laws. 

Secondly, the definition of a deposit is the amount of monies 
your finance provider requires you to contribute to your 
purchase.  For example, your financier may require you to 
contribute to the purchase a deposit that is 5%, 10% or 20% 
of the total contract amount.

Full and Correct Names on the Contract

Deposit



1st Imperative

Once a Contract of Sale has been signed by both parties 
it is imperative to get a copy of the Contract with the 
Terms and Conditions to both your finance provider and 
your legal representative so they can begin the approval 
process.  If finance is not approved by the date specified 
in the Contract of Sale under its Contracts terms the 
seller is entitled to terminate the contract, however they 
must refund your deposit. The seller can then offer the 
property for sale to another buyer.
  
It is important to be aware that your bank may take 
longer then you realise to arrange the documents 
required for them to be in a position to offer you final 
financial approval. We suggest to place in the Contract of 
Sale finance clause 21 days or 28 days as this should 
provide the bank sufficient time to undertake their duties. 

Finance Approval Date
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2nd Essential

All buyers of residential real estate in Queensland (other than at 
auction) are entitled to a five business day cooling-off period.  This 
means the buyer has the legal right to cancel the contract under its 
terms and conditions. The five day cooling-off period commences 
when the buyer or their solicitor receives a copy of the fully 
executed contract.  Remember, the cooling-off period does not 
begin when the buyer signs the contract. 

It is imperative that you understand the consequences as the buyer 
that changing your mind about your purchase and relying on the 
cooling-off provisions to terminate a contract can have financial 
repercussions. The Terms and Conditions within the Contract of 
Sale expressly state the buyer is obligated to pay the seller 0.25% 
of the purchase price upon termination.  In other words; if you 
were to exercise your right to terminate a purchase contract on a 
$400,000 property, the cancellation fee would be $1,000.

Cooling Off Period

3rd Imperative

Under the Terms and Conditions set out within the Contract of 
Sale expressly states that loss to the property (from fire, cyclone 
etc.) is at the risk of the buyer “from 5pm on the first business day 
after signing”.  Therefore, if the property you are purchasing burns 
down or is damaged somehow between signing  the Contract of 
Sale and the Settlement, the current Queensland  laws states – the 
loss lays with the buyer.  

Therefore it is imperative to obtain insurance for the said property; 
your financier can arrange insurance for you for the period 
between signing Contract of Sale and settlement.  Alternatively, 
your legal representative can amend the contract by inserting a 
special condition to the effect that the risk of loss remains with the 
seller until settlement.

Damage to the Property
Before Settlement



4th Imperative

Settlement Day
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Settlement day is the day on which your finance provider 
and your legal representative meet with the seller’s finance 
provider and legal representative to exchange the purchase 
money in return for title (ownership) of the property.  
Settlement day is usually often 30 days from the date of 
the contract, but can be longer if your circumstances 
require it.  It is imperative all searches have been 
performed and final documents from the bank are in order 
for the transaction to take place. 
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”Access Legal NQ offers a fixed fee for service 
and delivers the best outcomes for clients.”

07 4724 1152
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enquiries@accesslegalnq.com.au


